






Translation from Slovak into English 
 
Feast for golf players in Belek 
 
Are you looking for an interesting hint to extend your golf season? Try Turkey, exactly Belek. 
Golf courses waiting for you are worth to play them. 
 
Text and pictures: Miroslava Dulová 
 
After a short flight to Antalya and transfer from the airport, we finally arrived in the most important golf 
destination in Turkey – Belek, situated between Antalya and Side. Presently, you can play the following golf 
courses: National, Tat, Gloria, Nobilis, Sultan, Pasha and within a short time the offer would be extended by 
two additional new golf courses – Cornelia and Papillon. The Papillon golf club (a butterfly in the French 
language) is located close to Gloria golf course and the opening of another new golf course, Montgomerie, 
located close to several 5* hotels is scheduled for October 2007. The selection of golf courses is really rich and 
golfers can be looking forward. 
 
For demanding players The National golf course will verify abilities of each player as it is demanding. It is a 
par 72, from white tees 6 279 meters and from the red ones 4 987. The second hole on a peninsula with inclined 
green will probably send even a ball landing on the green into water. The hole four (a par 5) has on the entire 
left side water and water splits also the hole eight, twelve and thirteen exactly on the place to which you would 
play a good first drive. No way to reduce your attention even on the hole eighteen – you have to fully 
concentrate on this hole – it is a par 4, left dogleg with continuous water from tee to green. 
 
An ideal pair Pasha and Sultan golf courses are located very close to the Sirene Golf Hotel and the new 
Kempinski hotel. 
Pasha (from white tees 5 731 meters and red ones 4 911) is an ideal course for heat up or training for the more 
difficult golf course Sultan. The golf course is not very demanding but you have to count on hidden surprises – 
on the first hole I was surprised by a bird moving my ball a little bit further down on the fairway... 
Sultan (a par 71), from white tees 5 575 meters and from red ones 5 003, is hidden among high pine and 
eucalyptus trees as well as lakes with blue water in the Belek forest with a beautiful view of the Taurus 
mountains snow covered peaks. Sultan demands complete concentration and skills and would reward only 
golfers playing with respect. Directly on the first hole, a par 4, you have to pay attention to water on the left as 
well as the right hand side and the green is well secured by three bunkers. The hole three, a par 5, starts with 
drive over water but water splits the hole in its center and from there it continues on the left hand side of the 
fairway. And the green is again secured by three bunkers. Hole 4 belongs to the most difficult holes on this 
course, the slightly turning left fairway guard high pine trees. Hole seven, called symptomatically Hanibal, 
should warn in case a player would take a more direct route to the green, for sure he would be punished, and 
Hanibal would it him or her alive. Hole eight, a par 3, will again test player’s abilities, a lake to your right and 
water at your left. And the hole 9, a par 4, again asks for courage – complete left side with water, on the right 
side a small river, bunkers on the entire fairway. Hole 11, a par 4, with green located on a peninsula and pine 
trees close to the fairway requires again a complete concentration. A reward would be the beautiful view of the 
Taurus mountains. The hole 12, called Eucalyptus drive, is denoted as the most difficult hole par 4 in Europe, 
the length 390 and 363 meters with a narrow fairway covered with bunkers. Hole 16, a par 5, is all about water, 
a right dogleg with a narrow fairway at its start, strategically located bunkers and a green on a peninsula. A 
good score you can achieve only playing with caution, no reward for risk. Hole 17, a par 3, is called “The Gap”. 
You have to take the gap between pine trees. And finally you need again your full concentration. A right 
dogleg, a par 4, starts with a drive over water, water protects this hole on both sides of the fairway and green is 
guarded by five bunkers. But again the reward has the form of a beautiful view of the Taurus mountains. 
 
Great diversity Nobilis golf course (yellow tees 5 877 meters, red ones 5 103) was designed by Dave Thomas 
and it includes a rich cover of pine and eucalyptus trees with several doglegs. You need concentration mainly 



on two par 3 holes, 9 and 16, with a carry over water. Similarly to other golf courses during your play you 
would appreciate beautiful views of the Taurus mountains. 
 
The Tat golf course (Tat means in Turkish taste) was designed by Hawtree from England. It was the first and 
the only one 27 hole championship course in Turkey and so you can play 18 holes in three different 
combinations. Courageous golfers would be rewarded by that golf course but on some holes you have to prefer 
very exact play. The entire back nines is located directly on the Mediterranean coast with an astonishing 
contrasting views of the sea and Taurus mountains snow covered peaks. 
 
The championship golf course Gloria was designed by Michel Ganyon (par 72, 6 288 meters) was opened in 
1997. The threat is represented by 63 bunkers with 16 000 m3 of sand and water in seven lakes. Also on this 
course, as on the Tat course, you can watch the sea or the Taurus mountains. 
 
The Faldo’s signature Directly in Belek, the first signature course of Nick Faldo, Cornelia, was built during a 
record period of nine months. Three nines are scheduled, now the first 18 holes are available for play. Course 
designers denoted this course as a maximum natural one and its universality would like players with high as 
well as low HCP. The course complies with USGA standards, has wide but undulated, left or right bending 
fairways with bunkers of the western European type placed on strategic spots. Also green are undulated, plus 
surrounded by trees. The course is demanding for play strategy and full of surprises. For May this year an 
official opening with the participation of Nick Faldo was scheduled, but the first Pro-Am tournament was 
already organized in November 2006 with prize money representing EURO 30 000. 
Each hole has something interesting. The first one is called Taurus mountains and the green belongs to the most 
difficult ones on the course. The second hole is appropriately called the Corridor thanks to its narrow 500 m 
long fairway. The third hole belongs to the best ones in Europe and is called Jaws ... Probably because of the 
green profile, 20 meters high. The hole 7 is named according to its designer, Faldo’s Choice, a par 4, 300 
meters. It is treacherous because of 15 meters high trees. Hole 11, 567 meters, a par 5, is the most difficult one 
with a disagreeable counter wind. Hole 16, a par 5, is not difficult only because of its length – 500 meters, but 
behind the hole there is one natural lake a close to green an artificial one, a home to ducks and cormorants. Also 
the left fairway of the narrow hole 17 is protected by water.  
A large golf store and a restaurant are located in the clubhouse. Naturally, there is a 320 m long driving range 
played from both sides and as it is partially covered it can be used also during rain. 
 
To complete If these options for playing golf in Belek appear interesting to you, a few comments concerning 
weather, fees and hotels. As an example, the Sultan golf course. As of December 2006, green fee directly at the 
counter represented EURO 86. Guests of the Sirene hotel, to which the golf courses belong to, pay EURO 60. In 
case you order four or five green fees in an agency or travel agency, the green fee would be even lower. At the 
starter’s house you can take free of charge water, apple and on some courses a birdie card. For all golf courses I 
would recommend to book in advance and standard golfing attire. You can communicate not only in German 
and English also in Russian languages. 
The great advantage is that you can play on all courses during the entire year – the temperature in December 
about 20 C degrees, temperature of sea – 18 degrees. Players like also the very good care for golf courses and if 
you by chance would find a divot, for sure that was left by the flight playing ahead of you. 
Golf hotels provide transfer to and back golf course as well as to neighbouring courses. To more demanding 
guests I can recommend after 2 stays the Sirene Golf Hotel, an all inclusive with very good relax facilities – 
outside and inside pool, fitness, wellness, massage (price all inclusive, as of December 2006, represented EURO 
450). The most demanding guests would for sure appreciate the new luxury 5* Kempinski hotel, offering 
accommodation wit half-board and it is located close to Sirene hotel (price as of December 2006, EURO 750). 
Pasha and Sultan golf courses are located close to both hotels. Gloria offers accommodation with half-board in 
the Gloria hotel. 
Summary: Golf experience from Turkish golf courses can fully compete with well-known European or oversea 
golf courses. 
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